
This is an article from a very well recognized medical database, Up to Date.  I think this article is very informative 
and will provide a lot of useful information about whether you may want to have a total body CT scan or not.   
 
Let me know what you think. 
 
Mitchell Dunn 
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INTRODUCTION — Full-body computed tomography (FBCT) scans and other advanced-technology screening tests are 

increasingly being marketed directly to consumers to detect subclinical disease. A number of factors have fostered the 

popularity of total body imaging among the nonmedical community, including advances in diagnostic imaging, public 

interest in health promotion and disease prevention, positive celebrity endorsements, and media attention. 

Though not generally covered by health insurance, these screening procedures are being marketed to relatively healthy, 

asymptomatic individuals who have the financial resources to afford the direct costs of the test. A multicenter study in the 

United States (US) found that nearly all patients believed that FBCT would provide personal reassurance about their 

health and that it could diagnose cancers while still curable [1]. The majority believed that FBCT was one of the best 

preventive medicine options available. A US national telephone survey of 500 adults on public enthusiasm for cancer 

screening, including total body imaging, revealed that 86 percent wished to have a free FBCT, if offered; 85 percent 

preferred FBCT to receiving $1000 in cash [2]. 

In the US, the number of self-referred body imaging centers doubled between 2001 and 2003 [3]. Recognition of this 

demand for screening is important to clinicians as they counsel patients on the risks and benefits of these diagnostic 

techniques, both at the clinical level as well as in the broader social context of health care economics, quality, and policy. 

There are limited data on the risks and benefits of total body imaging and no published randomized, controlled trials. 

Since CT is currently the most widely used imaging modality deployed for full-body screening, this topic reviews the 

rationale and utility of screening with FBCT. Screening with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission 

tomography, or other advanced imaging techniques are not specifically discussed, although the principles apply to these 

technologies as well. Total body imaging may have appropriate uses in nonscreening settings such as for the detection of 

metastatic disease or assessing tumor burden [4,5], but this review only deals with the use of total body imaging for 

screening purposes. 

General issues of radiation-related risk of imaging studies and clinical features of radiation injury are discussed 

separately. (See "Radiation-related risks of imaging studies" and "Biology and clinical features of radiation injury in 

adults".) 



PRINCIPLES OF SCREENING — In a national US survey, 87 percent of respondents felt that "routine cancer screening 

tests for healthy persons are almost always a good idea" [2]. Although it is common to believe that early detection will lead 

to better outcomes, this is frequently not the case, and there are important criteria that should be met before any 

screening program is recommended (see "Evidence-based approach to prevention"): 

 The disease being screened must be reasonably common and have a significant impact on either the duration or 

quality of life. 

 An acceptable, effective treatment for the disease must exist, and the condition must have an asymptomatic 

period during which detection and treatment can improve patient outcomes. 

 Treatment during the asymptomatic period must be superior to treatment once symptoms occur. 

 The screening test must be safe, affordable, and have adequate sensitivity and specificity. 

 The screening modality must be acceptable to the patient and to society. 

 There must be evidence of continued effectiveness over time. 

SCREENING WITH FBCT — In order for FBCT to be an appropriate screening test, it must fulfill the above criteria. 

However, unlike most screening tests, the proponents of FBCT are typically recommending it to screen for multiple 

diseases simultaneously (generally for coronary heart disease along with multiple types of cancer). 

There are no data from randomized trials looking at this use of FBCT, but it is possible to extrapolate from information 

about disease frequency and the performance of CT in screening for the relatively common conditions of lung cancer and 

coronary heart disease (CHD). Additionally, there are data on the rates of incidental findings during virtual colonoscopy; 

proponents of virtual colonoscopy cite the potential added benefit of screening for extracolonic disease. (See "Computed 

tomographic colonography".) 

Lung cancer — While awaiting results from ongoing randomized controlled trials, current evidence is felt to be 

inadequate to justify routine screening for lung cancer with chest CT, even in higher risk populations. (See "Screening for 

lung cancer", section on 'Screening with low-dose chest CT'.) 

Coronary heart disease — Screening asymptomatic individuals for coronary artery calcification using fast CT scanners 

(including electron beam CT, helical CT, multi-detector CT) is now widely practiced, despite two consecutive position 

papers from the American College ofCardiology/American Heart Association that have recommended against this 

practice. Although coronary artery calcification may correlate with increased CHD risk, it is not possible to make a clear 

recommendation for screening without additional data demonstrating benefit of screening coronary CT. These issues are 

discussed in detail separately. (See "Diagnostic and prognostic implications of coronary artery calcification detected by 

computed tomography".) 

Colon cancer — The utility of virtual colonoscopy is controversial. One argument that has been made for virtual 

colonoscopy is that extracolonic abnormalities may be detected as well. Observational studies have shown that 

extracolonic findings are detected in the majority of patients and that 9 to 12 percent of these require further evaluation [6-

8]. There are no data on whether asymptomatic patients benefit from interventions on such incidentally found 

abnormalities. (See "Computed tomographic colonography".) 

Extrapolation to other conditions — The screening issues discussed for the relatively prevalent conditions of lung 

cancer and cardiovascular disease have applicability to screening with FBCT for rarer conditions such as other 

malignancies. 

If FBCT is favorably assumed to have a sensitivity and specificity of 95 percent for other conditions, then, for example, an 

individual who has a FBCT reported as detecting hepatocellular carcinoma (baseline yearly incidence in the United States 

of 2.8 per 100,000 people) can be estimated to have a 5 in 10,000 chance of having hepatocellular carcinoma; there 

would be more than 1800 false-positive reports of hepatocellular carcinoma for every true-positive report. Additionally, 

there are no data that early detection of hepatocellular carcinoma with FBCT improves survival. 

Similar arguments can be made regarding screening with FBCT for other malignancies such as ovarian cancer, 

lymphoma, and adrenocortical carcinoma. 



It is possible that screening for abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) with ultrasound may be cost-effective [9]. Abdominal CT 

is typically somewhat more expensive than ultrasound, but it is likely to be at least as accurate in detecting AAA. 

Currently, screening for AAA is felt not to have adequate evidence even in a normal-risk elderly population, and so it is 

unlikely to be cost-effective in a low-risk younger population. (See"Screening for abdominal aortic aneurysm", section on 

'Cost-effectiveness' and "Screening for abdominal aortic aneurysm", section on 'Summary and recommendations'.) 

If FBCT is performed and incidental AAA is detected, follow-up evaluations for progression could be performed with 

ultrasound, improving the overall cost-effectiveness of such screening [10]. 

Costs of screening — In addition to being safe, screening tests must be reasonably inexpensive. Currently total body 

imaging in the United States costs between $500 and $1000; insurance companies do not routinely cover these tests. 

In calculating the costs of screening, downstream direct and indirect costs must also be considered. There are costs 

associated with the evaluation of suspicious findings on FBCT, and many of those evaluations will require missed time 

from work, leading to additional costs. 

A cost-effectiveness analysis that included downstream direct costs, but not indirect costs, concluded that one-time 

screening of 50-year-old men with FBCT would increase life expectancy by an average of six days with a cost of $151,000 

per life-year gained (in 2001 US dollars) [11]; a threshold of $50,000 per life-year gained is typically considered cost 

effective. (See "A short primer on cost-effectiveness analysis".) 

Although 91 percent of patients had at least one positive finding, only 2 percent had disease. Further evaluation of false 

positive findings was responsible for 32 percent of total costs. This model was sensitive to assumptions about prevalence 

of disease, effect of screening on disease stage at diagnosis, specificity, and costs of follow-up; however, even with 

assumptions favorable to FBCT, one-time screening did not appear to be cost-effective. 

Cost-effectiveness analyses have also been performed in presumed higher-risk patients where the prevalence of disease 

is increased. In an analysis that modeled 20 years of annual helical CT, and which assumed a 50 percent stage shift in 

lung cancer (ie, screened patients would have more localized disease and fewer advanced cancers), the incremental cost 

effectiveness of screening 60-year-old current, quitting, and former smokers was $116,300, $558,600, and $2,322,700 per 

quality adjusted life-year (QALY) gained, respectively [12]. In a sensitivity analysis, when all influential parameters were 

simultaneously made highly favorable to CT, a program of screening current smokers had an incremental cost-

effectiveness of $42,000 per QALY gained; no adjustment of any single parameter led to the model finding screening to 

be cost effective. 

A study that looked at the cost-effectiveness of coronary CT and made assumptions favorable to screening still found that 

CT was expensive with a cost of approximately $90,000 per QALY saved [13]. When incorporating utilities of being 

diagnosed as "at risk" (ie, a 10-year risk of >10 percent) equivalent to that used for having a diagnosis of high blood 

pressure (Beaver Dam Health Outcomes = 0.94), screening with coronary CT was dominated by conventional risk 

prediction (see "A short primer on cost-effectiveness analysis"). According to this analysis, it is unlikely that screening in 

young asymptomatic populations would be cost-effective unless the independent prognostic value is substantial, primary 

prevention leads to at least a 25 percent improvement in survival, and the disutility of screening is only marginal [14]. 

RISKS OF SCREENING WITH FBCT 

Adverse effects associated with false positives — Whenever a screening test of uncertain benefit is performed in an 

individual with low risk of disease, even small risks may outweigh the benefits to the few in whom true disease is detected. 

The most likely outcomes of CT screening of a healthy asymptomatic person are either normal findings or suspicious 

findings requiring follow-up tests. 

As discussed above, false-positive results with FBCT are far more common than true-positive results. Thus, any risk to 

patients from an evaluation necessary to confirm a diagnostic possibility raised by FBCT is multiplied over the large 

number of patients who will have false-positive results. As an example, some portion of patients without lung cancer who 

are found on FBCT to have a lesion that is reported as suspicious will be harmed during further diagnostic workup (such 

as needle biopsy) or by definitive management (such as unnecessary lobectomy). Data suggest that about half of 



pulmonary nodules that come to surgery and are removed are benign [15,16]. There may be significant morbidity and 

mortality associated with such surgery [17]. 

In a study where the entire lung fields of smokers were screened with CT, 23 percent of patients were found to have 

noncalcified lung nodules requiring further evaluation, with a subsequent malignancy found in 1.3 percent of the patients 

screened [18]; while in another cohort nearly 70 percent of patients were found to have a noncalcified lung nodule [19]. 

(See 'Lung cancer' above.) 

In the latter study, there were also 696 additional findings in 1520 patients that were felt to require further testing or 

intervention [15]. These included 114 AAAs, four renal cell carcinomas, three breast cancers, two lymphomas, two gastric 

tumors, and one pheochromocytoma. However, most of the additional findings were false positives [20]. 

In a study of incidental noncardiac findings on CT screening for coronary artery disease, where approximately 30 percent 

of the lung fields are imaged along with the heart, 103 of 1326 patients (7.8 percent) had significant extracardiac 

pathology (predominantly lung nodules) requiring further evaluation. Follow-up was not as complete as in the lung cancer 

screening study above, but the expected incidence of actual lung cancer in these individuals would be expected to be 

much lower than the 1.3 percent of smokers seen in the lung cancer targeted screening population. 

Similarly, a study of coronary CT screening performed in a predominantly healthy, middle-aged population found 91 

incidental noncoronary CT findings in 79 patients (8 percent), with a variety of organs involved including lungs, bone, liver, 

non-coronary-artery cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, and other soft tissue. No cancers were detected, but one-third of the 

lesions required substantial further evaluation, and several prompted an invasive procedure [21]. 

A retrospective review of 1192 patients who underwent screening FBCT found that 86 percent had at least one abnormal 

finding described in the report of the CT (average of 2.8 findings per patient) and that further evaluation was 

recommended for 37 percent of patients [22]. The study did not examine how many of these abnormalities were false 

positives or how these evaluations affected outcomes. 

Adverse effects associated with true positives — Patients can also be harmed by findings of actual disease on FBCT, 

if those findings do not, on balance, lead to improved patient outcomes. 

Overdiagnosis — One of the risks of total body imaging is overdiagnosis: the diagnosis of conditions that would not have 

become clinically significant if not detected by screening [23]. Although once believed to be rare, several autopsy studies, 

and experience with different forms of screening, suggest that the potential for overdiagnosis is vast, even for lung cancer, 

which is often assumed to be uniformly lethal [24-28]. Although this may be the most serious potential harm from total 

body imaging, the public is largely unaware of this side effect [29]. 

Harm from interventions — As discussed above, in order for a screening test to be of benefit, disease must be detected 

during an asymptomatic phase during which interventions improve outcomes compared with what would occur if diagnosis 

had been delayed until the patient was symptomatic. 

For conditions that do not have good therapies (for instance, that are frequently fatal even when found preclinically), early 

diagnosis may not improve outcomes and could actually lead to worse outcomes; patients detected on screening might 

undergo risky diagnostic and therapeutic interventions earlier in the course of disease leading to earlier complications 

without resultant benefit. As an example, if patients found on FBCT to have asymptomatic hepatoma did not have better 

outcomes after interventions for hepatoma than patients who were detected later in the course of disease, then those 

found on screening might be harmed by chemotherapy or attempted curative surgery. There are no data from controlled 

trials that address this issue with FBCT. 

Future insurability — In the United States, health insurance has become increasingly difficult for many to afford. Most 

new policies, particularly those not written for large groups, seek to exclude patients with known health conditions. Even in 

asymptomatic individuals, conditions uncovered with total body imaging may have implications for future insurability. 

These concerns are similar to those faced by patients considering genetic screening. The effect of subclinical disease 

testing on insurability is not well known, but decreased insurability is a potential adverse consequence worthy of 

consideration by clinicians and patients. 



Radiation exposure — Effective radiation doses from CT imaging vary with equipment, patient size, and body part(s) 

imaged. Facilities performing CT imaging for "screening" purposes often adjust radiation doses to levels 20 to 50 percent 

below typical diagnostic studies to market so called "low-dose CT scans." 

While the effective dose for diagnostic CT procedures has decreased with advances in technology to between 1 and 10 

mSv, a FBCT with an effective dose of 10 mSv would equal the radiation from approximately 500 chest x-rays (PA film of 

0.02 mSv) or that sustained during 3.3 years of natural background radiation (US average). 

A report that estimated the effective dose of radiation from FBCT at 12 mSv assessed what the associated cancer risk 

would be by looking at rates of cancer seen in the lowest dose category of Japanese atomic bomb survivors who were 

exposed to 5 to 50 mSv (mean 20 mSv) [30]. Based on data from these atomic bomb survivors, the authors estimated that 

an adult undergoing a single FBCT at age 45 would have an attributable lifetime cancer mortality risk of 0.08 percent (1 in 

1250). For a 45-year-old adult who undergoes annual FBCT screening until age 75 (30 examinations), the authors 

estimated an attributable lifetime cancer mortality risk of 1.9 percent (approximately 1 in 50). Furthermore, follow-up 

evaluation of incidentally found lesions would result in additional radiation exposure [11]. 

Although this added risk to an individual is relatively small compared with the estimated 20 percent lifetime risk of cancer 

in general, it must be weighed against the lack of known mortality benefit with FBCT and could have significant 

implications for large populations of screened individuals [31]. A review concluded that all estimates suggest important 

population increases in cancer incidence and mortality for individuals exposed before age 30 [32]. Details of radiation-

related risk and clinical features of radiation injury are discussed separately. (See "Radiation-related risks of imaging 

studies" and "Biology and clinical features of radiation injury in adults".) 

Psychological effects of screening — The anxiety and inconvenience generated by a suspicious finding as well as by 

the subsequent diagnostic work-up is often underestimated. As an example, a study found that three months after a high-

suspicion but false-positive mammography for breast cancer, 47 percent of women experienced persistent 

mammography-related anxiety, 41 percent experienced ongoing worries about breast cancer, 26 percent noted effects on 

their daily moods, and 17 percent noted effects on their daily function [33]. 

Whether similar anxieties follow false-positive CT screening procedures has not been studied, but the suspicion of cancer 

or heart disease is likely to generate some degree of apprehension. Increased health care and utilization have been found 

after false-positive mammograms for breast cancer [34-36]. In a systematic review of the psychological impact of 

predicting individuals' risks of illness, receiving a positive test result was associated in the short term with anxiety, 

depression, poorer perceptions of health, and psychological distress [37]. 

One randomized trial of coronary CT imaging showed no effects on overall anxiety or depression associated with the 

knowledge of coronary calcification score; however, this trial did not report effects within the subgroup of patients found to 

have high calcification scores who might have been expected to have increased psychological symptoms [38]. 

BENEFITS OF SCREENING — Apart from the potential benefit of detecting asymptomatic disease at a time when early 

intervention might improve outcomes, normal findings will give most people a sense of reassurance about their risk of 

disease. 

The overall health impact of reassurance is not well understood in terms of quality of life effects. It is possible that false-

negative results on FBCT might delay diagnosis or that true-negative results might adversely impact healthy behaviors. 

The act of undergoing screening could potentially lead to changes in lifestyle by causing patients to focus on high-risk 

behaviors. Patients who were smokers and participated in a study of CT screening for lung cancer reported a higher rate 

of smoking abstinence one year after screening (14 percent) than would have been expected in comparison with other 

cohorts [39]. 

OTHER ISSUES 

Frequency of screening — Before a screening test can be recommended, there must be evidence of continued 

effectiveness over time. There are insufficient data on this issue for FBCT. Also, if FBCT is to be recommended, the 

optimal screening frequency is not known. 



Issues related to self-referral — In the absence of sufficient, mature clinical evidence about the usefulness of FBCT 

scanning, and given the potential theoretical harms, self-referral for this unproven technology creates a dilemma for 

providers faced with a patient seeking guidance on the results of a scan. 

Although in the case of coronary CT, most scanners are now associated with post-scan counseling by an ancillary 

healthcare provider (usually a nurse educator), treatment recommendations are limited by the absence of credible 

evidence regarding how the presence, absence, or extent of calcification changes one's management of cardiovascular 

risk factors. Patients receive this information outside of an established relationship with a primary care provider and, 

therefore, often lack the context of a baseline risk assessment based upon validly measured risk factors. 

Primary providers, who may not have ordered or discussed the study with the patient before it was done, are expected by 

the patient to provide management recommendations and education without clear supporting evidence. 

Technology assessment — Technology assessment is a formal method to determine the effectiveness of a diagnostic 

technology compared with current alternatives. Most diagnostic technologies that become a part of standard medical 

practice do not undergo formal technology assessment. 

Even in the setting of demonstrable incremental effectiveness, the further question of whether it is worth it (ie, cost-

effectiveness) is also uncommonly addressed. In an age of direct-to-consumer marketing, it is important for the clinician to 

understand the process of how new diagnostic technologies are approved for clinical use since, unlike medication 

approval, medical device approval is heavily weighted toward assessing safety rather than effectiveness [40]. 

Once approved, rapid deployment of new technology through aggressive marketing may promote a false sense of 

efficacy, thereby further encouraging its use and leading to a "standard of care" impression among the community that 

leads to excessive, inappropriate utilization. In the United States, although by law all medical devices are supposed to be 

assessed on both safety and effectiveness, the burden of device applications to the FDA (roughly 4000 per year) has led 

to a practice of approving devices through a more rapid approval process using the claim of "substantial equivalence" 

rather than through a premarket approval application, which requires substantially more clinical data (preferably 

randomized trials). 

Also, because of the challenges to keep the product-to-market time short (allowing patients to benefit earlier from medical 

advances, if efficacious) yet continue to ensure safety, the FDA can allow a device to reach the market sooner. This 

method relies on postmarketing surveillance and evaluation to determine the balance of risks and benefits. This practice is 

designed to identify uncommon but potentially serious device-related adverse events [41]. 

One concern with relying on post-marketing surveillance to assess safety is that it is not sensitive to minor adverse 

events, which when considering large populations would miss a substantial adverse event burden attributable to a test (as 

an example, a decrement in quality of life associated with increased worry from a questionable abnormality). When 

accumulated over large, healthy, screening populations even a very small decrement in quality of life for brief periods can 

have a substantial net negative effect. Such minor effects on individual patient-centered outcomes are typically not 

incorporated into diagnostic technology assessment. 

The standard of "safe and effective" to which the FDA is held for approving medical devices is different than the standard 

of "reasonable and medically necessary" to which, for example, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services is held 

for the financing of medical devices and by which clinicians generally practice. Given the reliance on post-marketing data 

to determine the bare minimum of safety and effectiveness, the clinician is often faced with inadequate data to assess 

whether such a diagnostic test is either reasonable or necessary. In the absence of such data, the ethical obligation of the 

clinician is to counsel patients accordingly in such settings and to rely on executing medical judgment in a shared 

decision-making manner [42]. 

If such screening diagnostic technology gets advertised on a self-referral basis, thereby bypassing the provider-patient 

relationship, the benefits of rational, informed, shared decision making cannot be realized, and unreasonable, medically 

unnecessary testing will likely result [43]. 



RECOMMENDATIONS BY EXPERT GROUPS — Most medical organizations that have studied and released position 

statements on the use of total body imaging oppose them. Such statements have been released by the Health Physics 

Society, the American College of Radiology, the American Association of Physicists in Medicine, and the American 

College of Cardiology/American Heart Association [44-47]. 

The United States Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) recommends against routine screening with electron beam 

CT for either the presence of severe coronary artery stenosis or the prediction of CHD in adults at low risk for CHD. The 

USPSTF found insufficient evidence to recommend for or against electron beam CT in adults at increased risk for CHD 

events [48]. The USPSTF found insufficient evidence to recommend for or against lung cancer screening with CT [49]. 

The USPSTF clinical practice guidelines for screening for coronary heart disease and lung cancer screening, as well as 

other USPSTF guidelines, can be accessed through the website for the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality. 

The FDA states that no evidence exists demonstrating that "whole-body CT screening is effective in detecting any 

particular disease early enough for the disease to be managed, treated, or cured and advantageously spare a person at 

least some of the detriment associated with serious illness or premature death" [50]. 

Specific arguments against the use of whole-body CT imaging among asymptomatic, low-to-moderate risk individuals 

include its high false-positive rate, length and lead-time bias, overdiagnosis, heightened anxiety, radiation exposure, false 

reassurance, and both the direct and indirect costs of the test [19,31,51,52]. 

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 There are limited data on the accuracy and cost-effectiveness of screening asymptomatic individuals with total 

body imaging. (See'Screening with FBCT' above.) 

 Data from the use of CT for lung cancer screening and for detection of coronary calcium suggest that total body 

imaging can be expected to have a very high ratio of false-positive findings to true-positive findings. 

(See 'Extrapolation to other conditions' above.) 

 There are no data that total body imaging improves outcomes. (See 'Benefits of screening' above.) 

 Potential harms of total body imaging include: false-positive results leading to unnecessary tests and procedures 

as well as psychological distress, true-positive results leading to overdiagnosis of disease and futile therapies, 

and individual and societal costs. (See 'Risks of screening with FBCT' above.) 

 In the absence of additional data from well-performed controlled trials of total body imaging, we recommend that 

low-risk asymptomatic individuals not undergo such screening (Grade 1C). (See 'Screening with FBCT' above.) 

 As people self-refer for total body imaging, clinicians will be confronted with suspicious results on imaging without 

good data on their implications or the appropriate additional steps for diagnosis and management. (See 'Issues 

related to self-referral' above.) 

 


